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 lines of "The
 Hollow Men": 














"Not with a bang 





















  that tradition 
was "going by the boards"; that 
the  progress of the artist is to 
separate his art from his personal 
self, to de -personalize himself; and 
that 
"emotions of art, specifically 
poetry, are not the same as emo-
tions of real 







Eliot  was searching for 
a new vehicle," 
said
 Dr. Richard 
Tansey, 
professor
 of art. 
Dr. Tansey suggested 
that  Eliot 
found the 

























































 5 in his 
London 
home 
















































last night's all 
star game in St.
 
Louis, won by the 
East, 124 to 
123.
 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, JANUARY 
14,  1965 
FALSTAFF 
 played by 
Christopher  Hunger-
land, is shown here with 
Mrs. 
Ford,  played by 
Maureen Shin°, in 
a scene




 The comedy opera pre-
sented by the 
Opera  Workshop 
will  open to-
night 
at 8:15 in Concert
 Hall. Repeat 
perform-
ance 
will  be presented 
Saturday night. 
Students 
and  faculty 
members
 of the Drama




 collaborated in the produc-
tion, headed by Edwin C. Dunning, associate 
professor
 of music. Reserved seat tickets are 
available in the Music Box Office. Prices are 
50 cents for 
students  and $1.25 for general 
admission. "While the Saturday performance 
is nearing sellout, good seats are still available 






















 and its 
effects




 SJS in particular. 
By CHERI WALKER 
Administrators  on this 
campus  
and others are 
becoming familiar 
with  the ramifications of the 
master plan, and many of them al-
ready have voiced their opinions. 
Dr.
 Robert Clark, now SJS col-
lege president, has given some of 
his views on the plan and its two 
areas of expansion as it affects 
San Jose State. 
"I hope," he said, "that it (the 
curricular plan), will mean a con-
siderable realignment
 of courses." 
He did not try to predict the future 
but said "that at this point the ad-
ministration must work with de-
partment  heads and faculty to 
reach a final product. 









 becoming known 
as 
an advocate of a liberal arts pro-
gram as 
opposed
 to a heavy em-




corps of liberal 
arts majors, and I 
think 
that
 this is good.
 We must 
have liberal 




 core of all 
curriculum. 
"I also believe, 
however,  that 
our society 

































 if the 
United  States 
expands  the 
anti-
Communist
 war there. 
The Peking
 regime 








the  U.S. 
imperialist  
aggression."  








 Viet Nam 















 China News Agency. 






for sending 2,000 non -combat 












 (UPI) ---Dr. 
Max  
Rafferty
 said yesterday that 
schools must try to integrate 
their  
staffs,  
particularly  in the suburbs. 
The 
superintendent









relations and urban prob-
lems at a 
hearing  on "race 
relations and 
education."  
He said a 
current
 activity of the 
Department of 
Education  is 
to persuade qualified persons from 
minority
 groups to apply for 
ochool
 
Jobe,  and 






colleges,  Pres. 
Clark  feels 
that  the 
limitations  on 
curricula  and
 enrollment
 are good. 
"I am 
in favor of 
placing
 some 
limitations on the 
curricula 
whether
 they are imposed or 
not, 
because I think 
we
 should do 
things 
with strength and quality.
 
"As for the enrollment
 ceiling, 
how
 can it hurt us? It simply 
al-
lows us to provide better services
 
with the facilities we have avail-
able. I do think we will get
 a lot 
of public reaction because of it." 
AUTONOMY WEAKENED 
Dr. Clark agrees that
 the cur-
ricular guidance of the trustees 
partially destroys the autonomy of 
the state colleges, but he does not 
feel that the master plan is partic-
ularly undermining
 to the college. 
"I think the idea of the Master 
Plan is good. One problem arises 
because people 
sometimes  misun-
derstand the relationship of re-








He does not, 
however, feel that 







 feels, instead, 
that the 
question 

















the  only 


































 of real 
beauty  and 







believe  that 
























































































































Of SJS Cafeteria 
Rafael H. Reyes,
 senior philos-
ophy major, is fasting
 in protest 
of "unfair 
working conditions" in 
the 
Spartan  Cafeteria. Reyes 
claims
 
that Cafeteria  
employees 
are not paid overtime, receive low 
wages, and are denied "respect 
and 
consideration due to human 
beings."
 
Reyes made the same protest 
April 22, 1963. His 
complaints were 
reviewed by members of the ad-
ministration. Glen E. Guttormsen, 
college business 
manager,  explained 
in length at that time that the 
cafeteria is under
 the state em-
ployment policies and 
salary  scales. 
Reyes appealed
 to student 
coun-
cil 
yesterday afternoon to take
 
action on the 
subject.
 Council re-





not have any 
control





semester  Reyes fasted 
for 
two weeks








 by the 
ad-
ministration" 































































 14-1-1 to 
over-
ride












 clear-cut, yet too 
close for 






majority, or 14 votes, 
was  
necessary to override FAB's 
ac-
tion. 
Katherine (J. J.) 
Fraser, junior 
representative, was
 the lone dis-
senter.
 She said she still 
ques-





SPECIAL ASB FUND 
In 
underwriting the symposium, 
"Approaches to the
 Self," council 
stipulated 
that profits, if 
any, 
should revert to a 
special  ASB 
fund for 
future  related events. 
Symposium sponsors also 
agreed 
to lower the 
registration fees to 
$5 for SJS students.
 Fees for 
community 






presented  petitions to-
taling  630 names to 
the repre-
sentatives. He 
said that many of 
the 100 petitions passed













 it would absorb 
any 
losses incurred 
by the project. 
Afterwards.  Jue expressed his 
approval of 
the council action. 
"I 
hope its action will 
encourage  
other groups 
to bring ambitious 
programs such as this to campus," 
he declared. 
In other
 action, Pisano 
urged  
council to inform Bob
 Titchenal, 
head football 
coach,  of As request 
that  he submit 
comments
 on his 
proposals




 was contained in 
last Wednesday's 
resolution  urging 
that Titchenal 
resign
 his position 
immediately.  
Titchenal's 
reply,  Pisano said,
 




 it comes time 










unfair" criticism of 
the ASB's actions during
 the con-
troversy 
by the press. 
Pisano also 
announced  that 
Spring ASB 







next  semester. 
His  request for $330 
to fly to 
Washington  Feb. 3 for a meeting 



























































 of the American
 people." 
Nothing,  he said 





 more to 
the
 future of the 











of the program 
includes  
$260 




 who are 
gifted but 
cannot
 afford college; 
federal 
guarantees  f o r private 
loans
 to students; additional em-
phasis on aid 
to small colleges; 
and funds to 
build up the quality 
of college libraries. 
The whole program was aimed 
at what the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion
 regards
 as the two most crit-
ical areas of need in American ed-
ucation  elementary schools in 
poor areas, and the difficulty
 
young people from low- and even 
middle -income families have in 




Johnson said the cost of neg-
lecting
 these 
problems runs high. 
"Unemployment
 of young peo-
ple with 
an
 eighth grade education
 
or less is four times the 
national 
average," he said. 
"Jobs
 filled by high school 
grad-
uates rose by 
40 per cent in the
 
last
 ten years. Jobs




 by nearly 














 "one of 




























 which will 
unify  the ASB's 
interviewing 









dates for membership in ASB, fac-
ulty -student, and College Union 
committees. 
Representatives also approved 
a request from Donald R. Ryan, 
assistant to the dean of students, 
for $3,000 to assist the depleted 
loan funds 
of the USA (United 
Student Aid) program. 
Jerry Engles, information offi-
cer, also was given
 council back-
ing in his request to 
reorganize  
Spartan From 
the Start into four 
separate publications
 in order to 
make  the booklet more effective. 
There would be no 
extra cost 


































Consequences  for 
the  Works of 
Man"  will be dis-
cussed by eeologist
 Arthur Grantz 
this 
evening
 at 7:30 in 
TH55.  
Hinchcliffe is 
deputy editor of 
the British 
Broadcasting  Corpora-
tion's (BBC) world wide radio 
news program: "Radio Newsreel." 
This 
afternoon's
 lecture will 
be 
his only speaking engagement dur-
ing his trip to the United
 States 
and is sponsored jointly by the 
ASB Lecture 
Committee  and the 
Department of Journalism and Ad-
vertising. 
Working with the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey in Menlo
 Park, Grantz 
toured the damaged areas 
of 




 the official geo-
logical disaster 
report.  The earth-
quake caused heavy damage
 in an 
area of 
50,000
 square miles and 
caused many tidal
 waves. 
The lecture will be 
sponsored  by 
the
























































































manager  for 






















and  writes 
a column 
"Don't Put
 Me On." 
Tiessen is 




married  and 
comes 
from San
 Luis Obispo 
where  he at -
ED A. FOSTER
 
... Daily ad manager 
tended College of the Sequoias. 
Blakeman's  home is in West-
chester. He 
is a member of the 
magazine's 

























Jan. 14. 1965 
THE GUEST ROOM 
Editor's Note: 
Contributioiss  to the 
Guest  Room aro riled, by 
non.  
members of 
the Spartan Daily Staff. Daily 











for  Socialist Action 














political status of the 
United  
States.



















open support  for a 














puppet  has been 















what was the reason 
for  the dropping or paratroopers Into 
Stanley-
ville, the city which the 























are in the mineral enterprises owned 
and mined by  a U.S.-Belgian-
British controlled  corporation, the Union Miniere du 
Haut
 Katanga 
(UMHK I. In 1960 UIVIHK produced 73 per cent of the cobalt in the 
West, 60 per cent of the uranium, and 10 per cent of the copper. By 
1960 Belgium 
had





U.S.  about $1,4r billion, much 
of




family. From 1961 to 1963, U.S. investments doubled to $1.2 billion, 
nearly the amount invested in Brazil. The role of the West in the 
politics of the Congo Republic also may shed some light on the 
"rescue mission" and the present 
situation  in the Congo. 
The Congo has been in constant turbulence since June 30, 1960, 
when it gained formal independence from 
Belgium.  Following the 
election  of Patrice Lumumba as Prime Minister, Belgium, in order 
to weaken his government and protect its holdings, moved to sepa-
rate Katanga Province 
from
 the Republic. Lumumba then made the 
fatal error of asking for immediate help from the U.N. Pressured 
by the U.S., the United Nations sent troops to the Congo, but re-
fused to enter Katanga. 









and miners, and to help Tshombe suppress 
dissidents  in the Katanga 
Parliament. Tshombe, a 
wealthy plantation owner, had been elevated 
by the 
Belgians
 to a position of leadership in Katanga.
 Pressure in 
the U.N. by the African nations finally 
forced the U.N. to end Belgian 
occupation. 
By this time, however, 
Josef Kasavubu, Lumumba's commander -
1n -chief, had taken
 sides against the Prime Minister
 and sent a sep-
arate delegation to the U.N. When this 
was  recognized as the legiti-
mate Congolese delegation, Lumumba
 was removed from office, 
seized, and, 
in
 return for a conference between Kasavubu
 and 
Tshombe, was handed over to Tshombe. 
U.N.
 investigation later 
ascertained that 
Lumumba
 was murdered a few weeks later.
 On 
Feb. 21, 1961 the
 Security Council demanded an end 
to Katanga 
secession, but Belgium continued
 to finance Tshombe's mercenaries. 
By January 1963, U.N. forces 
controlled Katanga, and Tshombe, 
defeated, was in exile in Portuguese 
Angola.
 These three years of 
struggle had destroyed the 
Congolese  economy, and the dissatisfied 
people, most
 of whom were still Lumumbaists, 
started  guerilla war-
fare in several areas. Given 
world  opinion, it was impossible to 
turn  
the U.N. forces into 
an anti-Lumumba army, so back on 
the  scene 
we find 
Tshombe and his "National 
Congolese  Army." The stage is 
now set for U.S. aid in the
 form of a paratroop contingent,
 army 
counter -insurgency
 "experts" and 35 aircraft, 
including  B-26 bomb-
ers (New York 
Times,  June 14, 1964). 
As can be readily understood, 
this history has left the Congo-
lese people with an intense 
hatred of the Western bloc and 
the
 white man. The press ac-
cuses the 
"rebels"  of savagery, 
and justly so, but the "civilized" 
world has been no less savage in 
Its treatment of the 
Congo.  
This policy, the latest link on 
what seems to be an endless 
chain
 of bankrupt foreign 
poli-
cies, finds
 Lumumba a martyr 
for African unity 
and  black na-
tionalism, and it finds our em-
bassies  attacked throughout 
Africa.  
It is 
becoming  increasingly ap-










tions which can 
be utilized for 
additional 


































 throughout the country. 
It is high time. For 
far too long we 
have let others raise our children, 
select our political candidates 
and  
speak for us as citizens. The result is 
a feeling that we have no personal 
representation in government, 
and 
that we are not being protected 
against the steady advance of corn -
Instead
 of 
feeling frustrated, per. 





 we have done our part 
individually. It is very easy to feel 
that there is nothing we can do indi-
vidually
 and to fall back on 
felling 
each
 other how serious the 
situation
 
is. But if we content ourselves 
with 
making token contributions to a 
par-
ty or a 
candidate,  we are less than 
worthy of our
 heritage. Of course 
there are more 
activities than one 
man can join 





action  is only the sum 
total of individual
 action, and unless 
we do the best we 
can  we will not 
be 
able to say, "I stood up and 
spoke
 out for what I thought was 
right."
 
I can't help 
thinking of two state-
ments of one of our great
 presidents. 
Theodore Roosevelt:  "Do the best 
you can with what you have, where 
you are." If we fail
 to
 do that we 
will be reminded of the second: 
"Tombstones marking the tragedies 
of statesmanship should almost all 





































Newspaper Pubilshers Association and 




daily by the Associeted Stu-
dents
 
of San Jose State  College, 
vi
-





year. Subscription accepted 
only
 
on a remainder -of -semester 
basis,  Full 
academic year, 59; each semester, 
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Claire
 Booth Luce









Mi s. Claire Booth Lure, re-
nowned author, lec 
t rer and 
public servant, 












The former three 
term  Con-
gresswoman and U.S. Italian 
Ambassador declared in a speech 
at Stanford on Tuesday after-
noon that "there 
must
 be oppo-
sition to the party in office so 
there  will be a free exchange 
or ideas." 
"The only hope 
the Repub-
lican Party has is a failure of 
the Democrat Party," pointed 
out Mrs. Luce. "By failure I 
mean a long and wounding war 
or a depression which I don't 
want because their failure would 




 has been an active 
worker in the Republican Party 





Anti -Poetry Forum 
Article Attacked 
Editor: 
In an article in the Jan. 8, 
Spartan Daily, 
Miss  Adrienne 
Kennedy, fine arts editor, skepti-
cally considered the 
feasibility 
of 
poetry on Seventh Street. She 
asked, 
"Does poetry belong on 
Seventh 
Street?
 If so,,. 'Is 
SJS  
ready for 
open-air  poetry?'" 
If poetry does 
not belong on 
Seventh Street, where
 does it 
belong? I, for one,
 would rather 
stand  in 
the fresh air 
than








 to hear 
poetry.
 But the













and inflexibility of the unpoetic. 
To ask if San Jose State is 
ready for poetry is to assume 
that the 
college  is unproductive 
and passive, that
 no poetry ex-
ists here. But it does exist, sadly 
underemphasized and 
hidden, 
solely expressed by a conscious 
minority. 
It is an unfortunate
 
comment on a 
college that an 




 to poetry at SJS as 
a "cello 
deep 
in a forest." 
To hear
 the skepticism of the 
fine arts editor 
is disturbing; in 
fact, maddening!
 For one who, 
as her
 position on the Daily 
staff  
implies,  should be 
aware  and 
enthusiastic
 about all forms 
of 
art, her attitude












WASHINGTON  (UPI)  
Two  
American  fighter planes 
were  
shot down 
over  Laos Wednesday, 
leading to 
disclosure  that the 
United States has 
begun  bomb-
ing raids against 
Communist  
supply lines leading into South 
Viet
 Nam. 
In a brief announcement, the 
Defense  Department 
refused  
comment on the mission of the 
two heavily armed, supersonic 
Air 
Force jets, an F100 and an 
F105.




cued after the daylight
 incident. 
The other pilot, still missing, 
was identifed as Capt. Charles 
L. Ferguson of Clovis, N.M., son 





thought to have been flying the 
F100 fighter plane. 
PILOT IDENTIFIED 
It was explained that the Pen-
tagon is notified automatically
 
of casualty cases. Ferguson
 was 
identified quickl y, 
therefore.
 
while the name of the rescued 
pilot still had not been 
trans-





unaware of any retali-
atory U.S.
 action. 
Six U.S. planes have now 
been 
downed




statement, the Pentagon had re-
ported that the other four 
were 





Laos when they 
were shot down.
 
Other  sources disclosed for the 
first time that the two planes 
lost
 Wednesday were flying com-
bat missions 
against









 AND ROSES" 
STUDIO 
396 South First 
"LILI" 








































 were based, 
or 
whether
 the raids have been 
suc-




several weeks ago. 





But it came 
as little surprise to 
those in 
Washington  who had 
suspected the 
U.S. reconnais-







































Before Christmas our Atheist
 
ad was rejected 
by the Spartan 
Daily. We were
 informed at that 
time
 that our ad constituted 
criminal libel due to Its 
blasphe-
mous content. We 
further were 
Informed 
that  a few lines of 
explanation 
would  make our ad 
acceptable to 




we attempted to 
place
 an  ad which conformed to 
the 
censorship  policies 
of the 
Spartan Daily. The ad 
manager  
of the Spartan 
Daily  rejected 
our advertisement
 and refused 
to give us an explanation for her 
action. We demand an explana-
tion! 
We are certain 
that
 the Spar-
tan Daily staff 
is aware of the 
fact
 that the suppression of a 
minority view is an 
abridgment  
of the rights 
guaranteed to us 
by the First Amendment of the 
Constitution  of the United States. 
We have discussed the 
legal 
problems involved in this mat-
ter, and we have been assured 
by a representative of the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union that 
we will be given 
legal support 












Ad Manager's Note: 
I did not 
make the statement 
that
 
the ad would be 
accepted if certain 
changes were 
made  in the ad. The 
ad-
vice as to how to 
make the ad legally
 
acceptable wss given 
by the Faculty 
Adviser. The Advertising Manager of 
 publication is 
responsible  for the 
ads which appear in 
the publication 
and
 thus has the right 
to accept or 







RENT TO LEARN 
BENNER  MUSIC 
































She  seriously con-
sidered




 and Kenneth 
Keating in the past senatorial 





covered  the back-
ground and present and future 
importance of 
the  two parties. 
"In the past election the Demo-
crat Party ran on the old Ham-
iltonian 
theory
 of executive 
power, which was that of Re-
publicans
 and the GOP ran on 
the traditional Democrat theo-
ries 
of Jefferson of limited gov-
ernment and states rights." She 
said, 
"President  Johnson is tak-
ing some of Goldwater's ideas. 
The 








win  in '68." 
She 
contended  that 
the "hard 
core of a 













 on its 
hard  core 
and the 






























































































































































Sweaters  Skirts 
Suits  Dresses 
THE CLOTHES
 CLOSET 









LIVE TOGETHER IN 
HARMONY 
Now at SJ S  




success in Southern 
Calif.  
colleges





women  share eating 
facili-
ties 
and reside on 
different  floor 
!seek of 
the 3 story structure. 
$375.
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Little Sister of Minerva, sophomore edu-
cation major from Rolling Hills. to Gary Read, Sigma Alpha Ep-
silon, and water polo 




 Alpha Phi, junior 
sociology
 major from 
Los 
Angeles,  to 
Cadet 
David Kuhn, senior 
engineering





 Los Angeles. 
Ginn' Spark, sophomore pre-law student at Seattle University, 
to Norm 
Lemberg,  Sigma Chi, junior
 pre -dentistry student from 
Anacurtes, Wash. 
Gail 
Groentema, junior English major
 from Whittier, to Skip 
Woodward, Theta 
Chi, senior social science major from 
Whittier.
 
Carole Walker, Kappa Alpha 
Theta,  senior business major 
from Sacramento to Don Biddle,  Delta Upsilon, senior accounting 
major from Concord. 
Julie PaWino, Delta Gamma, 
sophomore art major from San 
Bernardino, to Art Andrews, Delta Sigma Phi, graduate 
student  in 
physical education from El Cerrito.
 
Carol Armstrong, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education ma-
jor from El Cerrito, to Bill Yarbrough, Sigma Chi, junior business 
and industrial management major from Merritt Island, Fla. 
Janet Hjelmeland, Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior English major 
from San Jose, to Les Herold, Alpha Delta Phi from Cal, now 
attending SJS, senior
 psychology major from San Jose. 
Carole Fuller, president of Kappa Kappa Gamma, senior edu-
cation major from San 
Francisco,  to Man, Cramer, Alpha Tau 
Omega, senior pre-med student at Johns Hopkins University in 
Baltimore, Md. 
Barbara Cross, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore political 
science  
major at UCLA from Los Gatos, to 
Bryant Nelson, Sigma Chi, 
sophomore pre -dental major
 
from San Jose. 
Irene Carr, Gamma Phi 
Beta, junior sociology major from San 
Jose, to 
Bill Laughlin, Sigma Chi, senior music major
 from Oakland. 
Jun Weddle, Alpha 




 from San Jose, to Jim Johnson,
 Sigma Chi, sophomore 





junior  art major  from San 
Leandro,  
to 
John Adams, Lambda Chi Alpha, SJS graduate 
from Red Bluff. 
Susan Pera,
 senior elementary education major from Palo
 Alto, 
to lienry Ferber, Lambda Chi Alpha, 
senior
 business major from 
Caplet's, Calif. 
ENGAGEMENTS 
Jody  Kaiser, Alpha Phi, junior speech
 major from Manhattan 
Beach, to Dan 
Aynesworth, Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior 
engineering  
major from San Anselmo. They will be married 
Feb.  6. 
Name( Kramer, Alpha Clii Omega, freshman sociology major 
from Van Nuys, to Mark 
Grosher, senior political science major 




 senior occupational therapy major 
from San 
Carlos, to Norman Eliason, senior 
physical  education major at San 
Francisco State, from 
Palo  Alto. They plan a summer wedding. 
Deborah Miller, Kappa Alpha Theta, 
junior journalism major 
from 
San  Marino, to Peter Caldwell, Sigma Chi, 
senior social 
science major from Saratoga. They plan a 
June wedding. 
Mary Jo Alexander,
 senior elementary education 
major  from 
Campbell,
 to John Sparry, senior 
business  and industrial manage-
ment major from San 
Jose.  They will be married in June. 
Heather
 Ramsay, sociology major 
from Upland, Calif., to Ross 
McGowan, Theta
 Chi, radio -TV management major from Portland, 
Ore. 
Pat Barnebey, Delta Gamma, senior sociology major from 
North Hollywood, to Paul Winterholder, Pi Kappa 
Alpha,
 senior 
business and social science major from Los Gatos. They will be 
married June 19. 
Cathi Pitman, senior 
education  major from Madera, to Don 
Warnock, '64 graduate in marketing now employed by Rainier 
Construction. They have set June 19 as their 
wedding  date. 
Barbara Wade, senior elementary education major from La-
fayette, to David 
Winkler, senior industrial  
relations major from 
Santa Rosa. They will  be married June 19. 
Sandra Shapiro, junior business 
major  from Beverly Hills, to 
Dave Ellis, senior business and industrial 
management  major from 
Riverside. 
Miri Nicolaisen, Delta Gamma, 
senior
 elementary education 
major from Alamo, 
to William Davis, Alpha Tau Omega, senior 
social science major from 
Sacramento.  August 7 is their wedding 
date. 
Karen Kilgour,
 Delta Gamma, sophomore business major from 
Manhattan Beach, to Roger Sutter, 
Alpha  Tau Omega, graduate 
student in industrial management. They will be married in April. 
Holly McCloud, Delta Gamma,
 senior sociology major from 
Pacific Palisades, to Don Francis, studying at Northwestern 
Medical School. They will be 
married in June. 
Junith Donivan, sophomore art major from Solvang,
 to Robert 
Murillo,  graduate student in English from Oakland. They will be 
married Feb. 7. 
Renee Villano, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education
 major 
from Richmond, to Ronald 
Lindesunan,  Tau Delta Phi, graduate 
physical education student and part-time
 instructor from Los An-
geles. They will be 
married  this summer. 
Sharon Barry, Chi Omega and 
Little
 Sigma, junior elementary 
education major from 
San  Jose, to Mike Weatherbie, Sigma Chi 
and Chi Omega Knight, junior
 social science major from Ana-
cortes, Wash. 
Linda Hjelmeland, Kappa Kappa
 Gamma, SJS graduate in 
business education 
from
 San Jose,  to Jim Spading, 
Phi Sigma 
Kappa, business 
administration  major from 
Palo  Robles. 
For
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an invalid. To 
be
 precise he's a 
head and only 
this. But is he 
"The 




The answer to this 
question  









former 5.15 student, 

























to American life. Conflict is cre-
ated when three members of the 
family try 
to
 Americanize the 
family  while the 
other  members 
try to 









who is a 











D. Fred Kahn 
and  
Dan 













 Lupe, the 
daughter.  
Other 









Greene  as Nellie, 
and
 






. . . 


















tation Award will 
be held the. 
afternoon, 




 The program is free to 
the 
public.  
Six semi-finalists will 
compete,  
each presenting












Doll's  House." A 
reading  from John 
Donne's "For 
Whom the 




 given by 
Fred 


































will  read a se-
lection from William Saroyan's 
The
 Daring Young Man on the 
Flying Trapeze." An excerpt 
from T. S.  Eliot's "Murder in 
the Cathedral" will be inter-
preted by 
Louise Wallace. 
For the staging of the finals 
Georgina 
Reilly  and Eddy 
EmanuEl will be co-chairmen. 
Miss 
Reilly  and EmanuEl were 
Kaucher award winners of spring 
semester, the first 
time in the 
15 -year history of the
 contest 
that 
two winners were named. 










emeritus, who has 
earned na-
tional  prominence fo rher 
work  
in oral interpretation. 
Judges for the 
finals  include 
Dr. Dudley 





Humanities  and 
the 





Department  head, and 
Dr. Harold







BEST  THING 
IN SCOOTERS
 SINCE THE 
MOTORS 
NEW LAMBRETTA "SLIM -STYLE" 
Here's the 
sleekest,  smoothest motor




for you to handle. So rnuch quicker
 on the pickup. So stop In today I 
Seal Tryl Test -Ride the 
best
 thing in scooters since the 
m o t o r L a m b r e t t a s







2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 SALE 
Vaughn's terrific 2 
for 
the 
price of I sale! 
An
 
opportunity  to add 
to 







































































So. 4th St. 
292-7611 
Valdez is dir ec. tug Ilit, produc-
tion. 
Zanvettor  designed 
the sets 
with 
lighting  by William Pen-





student production has been su-
pervised 
by Dr. Hat old Crain, 
professor  of drama. 
The play shows scone of the 
Mexican-Anterlean pniblems in 
California 
and  the United States, 
according to Valdez. 
On
 a broad -
Vernon Read, assistant profes-
sor of 
music. 
er level "Human nature is my 
topic," he said. 
Valdez  terms 
his  play
 a "quasi -
realistic absurdity." He said it 
is also a "tragi-comedy-farce." 
There are two historical ties 
to the play. The first is that 
Pancho Villa's 
body
 was dug up 
and his head cut off. The head 
Is still missing. Another histo-
rical tie Is 
that the grandfather 
of 
playwright  Valdez rode with 
Pancho Villa. 
Valdez, who wants to make a 
career of playwriting, has been 
working with the play for three 
years. He worked for a year 
on
 
the current and latest version.
 
In writing 
the  play Valdez 
said 
he
 tried to "write on an 
emotional level as well as an in-
tellectual level." 
An earlier 
play, "The Theft," 
by Valdez, was produced in 1962. 
Admission is free to "The 
Shrunken Head 













ing" will be presented






one in a series of concerts of the 
Survey of Music Literature 
course taught by Patrick Mei-























































































contact  lenses, you 
can  
look
 your best, and 
see  your best. 
CONTACT  LENS 
CENTER
 






























































































































































































Tom Niemann '63 
John  Byde '64 
Dick
 Heideman '64 
Ray Terry 
'65 
Dick Flanagan '65 
Mike Rogers '65 
Rick 








 THAT PLAY 
YOUR 
GAME 















 patch pockets, 
11.00  
Jacket flattery with 
see neckline, 


































































































AND PIZZA EMPORIUM 
we 
















 statistics released 
by 
the West Coast 
Athletic  Confer-
ence shows 
USF  stars 011ie John-
son and Huey Thomas
 leading the 
conference in scoring and field
 
goal 
percentages,  respectively. 
Johnson, in weekend games 
against SJS and 
UCSB, tallied 49 
points for a 24.5 per game 
aver-
age. 
Dick Schiendler, Loyola, aver-
aged 
23.5
 points in WCAC week-
end opening games. The league's 
third, fourth
 and fifth leading 
scorers
 are all from UOPKeith 
Swagerty, Bob Krulish and Bruce 
Parsons. 
Thomas hit nine field goals In 
12 attempts for a 
75 per cent clip. 
Bob Burns, Loyola, shot a 73.3 
percentage 11-151. 
SJS's S. T. Saffold is among the 
three leaders in 
free throw shoot-
ing percentage. He is nine -for -
nine. 
GIRLS  






RESULTS IN 60 DAYS 
Low 
3" off waist 
I" 
off  thigh 
3" off hip 
12-15










3" on hip 
1 
Coupon  --
present this coupon 
and Save $3.00 
on month course 
Son Jose Health Club 
413 E. Santa





















New  look in design at 
Santa  Clara County's most 






 FROM 5,00 TO $1000 
You are cordially invited to visit our 
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new pat-
terns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse 
Fine China * 
CrYstal Stemware by 
Holmegaard 




























1 1 III 1 1 












Coach John Webb continues 
to pour valuable time Into San 
Jose States
 high school football player recruiting even though
 the 
recent "Ditch Titch"  campaign 
snarled
 progress of the grid program. 
"Prep 
players are unsure of what will happen at 
SJS,"  says 
Webb,






















 adds. He feels the 
controversy
 has 
created new-found interest In the Spartan grid program. 
Webb began the tedious job of contacting the 
best  players in 
California the day
 after the (rush football season ended. He has 
devoted almost 14 hours a 
day  
since that time,
 including class 
hours, 
except  for a 
brief  stay in 
the hospital for 






job by sending 
congratulation  
cards to high 
school stars who 




 This list included 
nominees from all areas.
 
He wrote personal
 letters to 
every high school coach
 in the 
1state
 
and  included cards on which 
I to rate their 
ball  players. 
John has 
received close to 
1,590 cards 
from those coaches 
:Ind they're still coming In. 
He
 
expects to receive over 2,000. 
On the 
cards,
 coaches are asked 
I,, rate their good college 
pros-

















































"sleeper."  The 
"select"






or else John 
sees them in 
personal interviews.
 "These are the
 boys whose way







category  are sent 
thank you 
notes  for 








look over films of 
these  boys to 
determine
 whether they are
 
good enough for 
scholarships.  
"We only have 15 
full -ride scholarships,"
 he revealed. 
The 
Alumni  Association 




 and work, talk to boys 
we are interested in in 
their 
cities." 
High school players 
are onlv allowed one visit
 to the campus 
under NCAA
 rules, so John takes 
only  local players to SJS 
ath-
letic events. 
Kids who live outside the
 area are invited to the 
spring football 
game between 
the varsity and the alumni
 for their one visit. At 
this 
time
 they are given a 
look
 at the campus. 
-By spring semester we have 
an
 idea of which players we'll give 
scholarships to," he says. 
John has been a one-man 
gang most of the time, but is 
now  
receiving 
help. Bill Holland, Ron 
McBride  and Herb Engel have 
been appointed (rush 
football aides for next year. 
They've  already 
begun 
lending
 a hand in the vast 
program.
 
"The general outlook is better than ever," Webb feels, 
"par-
ticularly in Santa Clara Valley. 
Quite  a few boys who were thinking 
of going away to school have reconsidered going to SJS," 
he
 adds. 
Varsity coach Harry Anderson is expected to help out recruiting 
in the Los Angeles -San Diego areas after the semester break. He's 
rapped up with junior college recruiting now. 
John and his workers will 
continue  to work like beavers on 
the program up until fall semester registration. The never-ending 
project  is necessary to land top athletes, he feels. 
It's easy to see why the 26 -year -old coach is a bachelor. How 
n he 
ever  find time to date, 
what  with all Ihis 
JOHN WEBB 
Skiing
 and Highway 
Conditions Good 
SAN FRANCISCO ILIPIt Highway 60: Heavenly Valley, 70 
Clear weather prevailed today at 




Echo Summit, 84-120 inches; good skiing, 






inches, good  skiing 











 as otherwise noted.
 
inches:





to good skiing. Powder 
Bowl, 48-60 inches: good skiing on packed
 
snow. Tahoe Ski Bowl, 120 inches,
 good 
skiing. 


































on packed powder. Plavada,
 100-130 Yosemite, Badger Pam 82 inches; good 
inches,
 good skiing; operating weekends. skiing. 
The 10 a.m. 




















 Br Saturday Nights 








































be out to 











during  the 
past 
weekend 




 to meet the Gau-








weekend.  It was
 defeated 
by the same





will be an 
important 
game for both 
teams. A loss 
will virtually
 eliminate






Tarrantts  will replace
 
John 







 last year, 
Tarrantts
 made 
his debut at the 
post  in the WCAC 
tournament.




Sophomore guard John 
Keating 
is expected to 
see  a great deal of 





 points against USF be-
fore pulling up with a 
leg injury. 
He saw 
limited action in the SCU 
game, but still managed 
to tally 
six points and set-up several bas-
kets with fine passing. 
As usual, the Spartans 
will  
give away height.
 The Gaucho 
forward wall compares in size 
with that of 
('SF,
 and includes 
6-9 Steve Fruchey,
 6-7 Rick Hal-
lett and 6-5 Russ Banko. The 
latter was the leading 
scorer in 
the recent WCAC Christmas 
Tournament.  
Tom Lee is UCSB's 
top  outside 
shooter and will have to be held 
down considerably if the Spartans 
expect to win. 
S. T, Saffold and Pete
 Newell 
continue to lead the SJS scorers 
as they have from the season's 
beginning. Both scored 25 points 
over the weekend, Newell hitting 
16 against the Broncos and Saf-
fold 14. Saffold on the season
 is 
averaging 14.7 points per game, 
while Newell is close behind at 
14.2. 
Keg 
Title  at Stake 
The intramural bowling cham-
pionship could Igo down to the 
ftnitil 
frames..
 torrightsehes I he 
Markham 
Marauders
 face the 
Raiders in the last round of keg 
matches.
 The Marauders 125-85  
lead the league and need only
 one 
win 
out of three against the sec-
ond -place Raiders 123-101  to clinch 
the title. 
Somebody will try to dethrone 
ATO tonight in the 
intramural 
swimming meet. Last year's run-


































ATO  35-26 
in A 
division  
action  ir 
the 



































































































































































































begin  Feb. 16. 












intramural  athlete 
of the 
Year, to two points. 
In addition 
to 
Shaw  the 
team
 
Includes Jack Boy se n, Wayne 
Lemons, and Dale Pilgeram, mem-
bers of last year's intramural 
champion
 Rams; Art Simburg, a 
member of the 
Cal-Hawaiiians,  in-
tramural champion two years ago; 
Tony 
Machutes  and Vince Darone, 
members 
of


















 $549,  plus $9 
tax  
Earn six university credits while
 enjoying 
the summer In beautiful Hawaii with the 
mtionally popular Howard Tour  
tee 
program  In which you "live 
In" and enjoy 
Hawaii, not just see the 
Islands  the 
tour in which 
you Personally  
Perticiret4  
in the very best
 of Island living, not 
Net 
hear about it. 






parties, shows, cruises, 
































































'a size classic 



















can  lick 
anyone in the house." 














 Francisco, Azusa, CAC, 
Vanuourer, Wash., Sail I 
4 
Photo  by Carolyn K,net 
RETURN MATCH COMING011ie Johnson reaches high to 




 hot and heavy
 
action 
under the USF 
basket in the recent WCAC Tournament championship game
 
between the Dons and Santa Clara. Saturday night, these same 
two teams will match 2-0 WCAC records in the conference's
 
top game. 








Mike Glbeau, who, 
along with 
teammate
 Joe Neff, Is expected to 
give the Spartan track 
team  one 
of the strongest one-two punches 
In the 880 and mile events in 
the 
U.S.
 this year, was declared track 
man of the week at the
 recent 
team time trials. 
He ran 
1,000 yards in 2:11 which 
is equivalent to a 1:51
 880. "Mike's 
time
 was outstanding" said assist-




 he has had only one 
week  of 
time trials." 
Gibeau's  time was six 
seconds off the 
world  record. 
Sprinter  Wayne Herman 
was 
timed in 6.2 
6.:1 for 60 yards.
 His 
times would 
win most indoor 
meets, 
according
 to Smith. 
Herman




was  timed in 
50.3 for the














Smith  ran a 
31.2 
300 which is 
equivalent 
to






































































































































Javelin was 206 
feet,  while Bob 
Baughman 




Bowen pole vaulted 14-6. 
Smith,  who also coaches the 
freshman team, was pleased with 
the performances of freshman 
cross-country stars
 Art Burkhard 





 in the 
1320. 
Their  times are equivalent to 
a 
4:20 mile. 
John Banbury ran a 60.2 500 
yard 
dash. His time indicated he 
will break 50 flat 
in the 440 before 
the 










OMER work In 








Duchy of Luxembourg 
You can earn $300 a month 
working
 in Europe next summer. 
The American Student Informa-
tion Service is also 
giving  travel 
grants of 
$390
 to the first 5000 
applicants. 
Paying jobs in Eu-
rope include
 office work, resort, 
sales, 
farm,  factory, child 
care 
and shipboard work just to 
men-
tion a few. Job and
 travel grant 
applications  and 
complete  details 
are available in a 
36 -page illus-
trated 
booklet  which 
students  
may obtain





to Dept. J, 















































































An early season showdown 
looms in the West Coast Athletic 
Conference when Santa Clara and 
USF clash Saturday night at the 
Dons' 
Hilltopper  Gym. 
The 
surprising  Broncos, 
who lost 
their first six games of the sea-
son, now are 
winging on a five -
game winning streak, including a 






Tournament,  Santa Clara and 
USF took
 turns blistering 
SJS and 
Santa Barbara last weekend to 
gain a share of the WCAC lead 
with Pacific and St. Mary's. The 









scheduled  this weekend. in addi-
thin to the Dons -Broncos meet-
ing, Pacific. plays 
at
 St. Mary's 




Clara has been idle
 this 
week 
while  awaiting its meeting 
with USF Saturday night. The 
Dons 
took  time out to play a non -
conference tilt against Portland
 
in San Francisco
 Tuesday night. 
The 
Pilots gave the hosts a battle 
for awhile,
 but with the visitors 
in the lead, 24-23. USF reeled off 



















against  the 
edge
 of the 
backboard  




stitches  were 







 who was the high 
There will be 
limited basket-
ball 




 but television will 
supply 
uet  aplenty. 
Saturday night, the Santa 
Clara-USF g  














meet in an AAWILI clash.
 
Both games will be 
telecast  
met. 
KTNT. Channel 2. 
scorer against SJS last Saturday 
night, may 
not see much action. 
Bronco coach Dick Garibaldi dis-
closed that
 the sophomore guard 
has a broken toe, a bad knee, 
a 




USF won't have too 
much
 trou-
ble in filling 

















 fast to roll up a 32-18 
lead 
with  12 
minutes
 gone In 
the 
game.











moments ut the 
second 
11.clf, thus 
catehing  the Dons and
 
making it close
 to the end. 
The loss was 




So, the nation's seventh ranked 
Dons have a score 
to settle with 
their 




question  is, have 
the Broncos
 improved enough to 
repeat a derailing of the Johnson -





A SCHEDULED AIRLINE 
CITY OF 
SAN JOSE 




This is an opportunity 
for  Public Health, Sanitation, and 
related 
majors to gain valuable 
experience  in the City Health 
Depart-
ment. 










program  in the above fields. 
Apply 
























































IT'S TIME TO TRADE 
YOUR USED 





























by selling your 


























Jan 14, 19S 
Business Division, 
Thiasda), 6.5  
PRECOCIOUS BOB 
AUGUSTA, Ga. WPI)-Bobby 
Jones was only 14 years 
old when 
he qualified for the 
U.S.
 amateur Preliminary 
arrangements  be-
.II championship
 in 1916. 
twetin 

















Mex. July 4Aug. 7. $225 includes 
tuition.
 board and room, 
and activities. 
Valencia,








individual requirements from 
$630














June  26 Aug. 20. 
Several  plan 
from $695 
including tuition. board & 
room, activities
 and round






 San Jose 









42.000 mi. $700. 
298-2750 
Nits.  241-1954.  
'56 FORD $250. 
Reliable.
 293.9320 J 
Elruckman.
 
'42 HARLEY. All the
 cc's




Call  298.0549 eves.   





New tires. 395 S. 12+h. 
Tim.  



















PLYMOUTH - 6 








 Setup for 
dirt. New 
  id. 





' -ress Included. Hoolz, 297 
'62 
AUSTIN  
HEALEY 3000. 4 seat 
de 
luxe.
 C . 
I.





Roadster.  E.collent condition 
Must see. 
377-3t93 or 243-7916 
FOR SALE 13/ 
WEDDING 
INVITATIONS.
 300 for $29 
Wedd:rm  
P....  
20,  :246 
ttiFFIUM  IC RACING
 SKIS -Ski




m $30.  286.2440  
'64 































WANTED: I tire, nt Ina 
t  
 tt Men 
or
 pr t 
F 
s 1 1r 217 
HASHER 
WANTED: 
I ,t tin 
 
HOUSING 151 
The "MECCA" Men's 
approved housing. 







One & Two bedroom. 523 East Reed St  
NEED 2 female
 roommates to replace 2 




LYNN HALL contract. Spring
 seen, D. 
Tunt. 
4 -girl apt. 297 
7604.  
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS 





































-Best food in 
town. 
rEiot linen














520  w1t. 





































nr. SJS. 99 
S. 12th. 3 
or
 4 
adults, Attractive, reasonable.  Utils. pd. 
WOMAN'S
 APPR, APT. Killion Hall. 
Spring sem. $200. 298.3603 No. 21.  
COLONIAL HALL contract, 
Discount.
 
Linda Hoehn. 293.9633 















CONTRACT  for sale. 
I 8. 
r o r 
accepted.  
295-8442.   
DISCOUNT.
 Contract, Catholic Women s 
er.  Kathy Wisz,
 294.4622.  






  286,6183. 
2 




Discount.  298.0583.  






MARLYN  HALL contract. Reduced  Rate, 
Call
 
295.0232,   
SELL Contract I blk,  
off campus. 2 ex-
cellent meals 7 days. 2 male students
 to 
a 
room.  295-7220.  
CONTRACT  . .. DIRT 
CHEAP!!! Call 
Manny, 295-4306.  
- 






14th. 5 p.m. or weekend' 
IVY 
HALL CONTRACT,
 for sale. 279 E 
San Fernando. 
Adjacent  to school. 
Large 
room, excel. meals. Wendy or Mrs. "C". 
293-9814.   




after  6 
p.m.  Call 
Compton.  
ROOMMATE 
wanted  to share 3 -bed-
, house with two men. Call 264-7160 
Al2-1,47N
 H 5&ALn  PCOtrect.  Rm/bd. Spring. 
.r  
Sue 












-NEEDED  to share large 













,.  with 





" 68 So, 11th St. 297-1758.  
ATTR.  
3.RM. furr,




292-2250.   
ROOM 
& BOARD. 










 K. P. 
286 88/0 after six. 
2 
CONTRACTS
 for sale. $190 
each. 
   Pam














I BD. FURN. 























two  others. 
298-2856. 
NEED GIRL to share unappr. apt. w. 3 
steers. $40/mo. 351 So. 
11th




WIFE WANTS TO 
LIVE
 with husband, 
must sell Grant Hall contract. $180. 286. 
8478,
 
NEED ROOMMATE. Huge apt. 8th & 
 WI
 
St'.. 480 So. 8th, apt. B. 293. 
2 GIRLS 
needed  to share unappr.
 apt. 











UNAPPROVED  APT. 2 
bedrms. $130 











2 LYNN HALL tentracts, 





MUST SELL! ' 'rant Hall contract. $70' 
hele
 at 297.8563.  







2 BEDROOM opts for rent. 





n, -in. 547 
S. 
11th.
 Apt. 4, 295.8101. 
HELP! Gordon Hall contract for sale at 
,..nt.
 Call Diana at 292-2089.  
2 GIRLS NEEDED in 
unappr.











 out and clip 
Iris handy order 
blank. 

























































2k a line 
Five tangs 




























 ad here: 
(Count
 33  Letters 
and











(Re of says) Enclose 8 
PItosna 
MEN'S APPR. & 
UNAPPR.  rooms with 
kitch. priv. 650 
So. 




- 3 lqe. rooms, 
com-
pletely furn. $125/mo. Incl's 
PG&E,  & 
wtr. 
595 So. 9th.
 Call 259.1557.  
HOME FOR RENT:
 So. 12th 
off  San 
Carlos. 4 bdrms.. 2 
baths. Furn,  
separate  
dining  










preferred.  $200. 377-9577 aft. 
5 p.m, 
MALE 
STUDENTS  - Large 
warm corn. 
fortable rooms. Singles or doubles. 
Kitch-
en 
privileges.  726 
So. 5th.  
NEED







apt. $45/rn. Well lure., w/w 
reit, pool. 
New Want,  286-1733,  
WOMAN'S APPR. 
CONTRACT.  Crest-
wood Manor. You name price.
 Jeanne, 
294-4427. 
APT. WITH POOL 
Furnished 1 & 2 
bdrm. $110 to $130 
121 N. 
8th St., Apt. 
I.







blk. from SJS. $35 
mo.  297-7068. Utils. 
Pd. 
ROOMS kitch. priv. Individual. Re 
read 
 
.rol. Phone 292.0905.  
4 
CONTRACTS







4097.   
NO 
CONTRACT  - Women's Room & 
Board ni sr, 1 urapprov.





 or $75 per month 
Large rooms
 available for
 2 or 3. 
Only  




 I female roommate. State
 House 
5',- 
11th. 295  
3764,
  
STUDIO  APT. - I or 2 
bdrm.
 Furn. or 
,. From 585. 
1744 Senior Rd. 295-
A' 4 "r 297-1895.
 
GORDON  HALL - 2 
contracts
 for 
w  ^i 19 Call 294-9122 after
 5.  
KILLION  HALL 





 20. 295-6459. 
RM. FURN.  APT. 
Suitable
 for 4 stu 
den', 
185 E. San Fernando. 293-2675. 




 St. 286.1148.   







Senior Rd. $140. 
294.7398.
  
I OR 2 























YOUR OWN TERMS, Grant Hall con-
-   , d 
-292.1859  




- 77 S. 
I 
'  t .011i Kling. 






5/5  a 























Female  - share 
with I. 
Pool,  1/2 





- $30 UP 



























Century European History 
Notes in green 
notebook. Lost Dec. 18 
in 





wallet. Contains items valu-
able only to 






 10th St. No 




Brown  zippered 















TEACHER - Student European Tour.  
Including Greece, Greek Isles. Inclusive 
cost $1295. 60 days total. Local student 
recommendations from lest 
summer's 
tour. Can CH 1-0731 after
 5.  
SHARE APT. close 
to school. Ph. 294. 
9953 or 286-2327. Bruce Hodqin. 
SERVICES 181 
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet 
Bailey. 286.5386, 449 
W.
 San Carlos. 
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica 
Electric, 243.6313.  
TYPING













36 N. 1116. 295-6089.  
HANDMADE SANDALS:














































NEW YORK  CITY 
- 
One 




To place ea ad: 










TTh 11.00-3 30 
 
Send in 
handy  order  
blank  
- Enclosed cash 
or cheek 
Phon 294-6414,
 Eat. 2465 
U.S.
 
Steel  Plan Program 
and U.S. Steel Corporation at 
Pittsburg 
(Calif.)  have been com-
pleted  for a cooperative 
work-
study program to 




 is a pilot study by 




 of a work-study
 program 














 Steel in 
Pitts-
burg, 









































































































































































































































20,  at 
the
 
Santa  Clara 
County 











1965 JOB OPENINGS for graduating SJS
 males are listed in 
two free 
books, "Career 1965" and "College Placement An-
nual. 
1965,"  






















senior  Jim 
Hice 
his free copy of "Career 1965." (See story on page 3B.) 









chaplet'  at Friel -Ids 
al 
SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coor-
dinating Committee) are selling 
tickets to the fifth 
anniversary
 
celebration of the Greensboro, N.C. 
sit-ins out of which the organiza-
tion grew. The celebration is Sun-




Van Ness and Hayes Streets. 
An entire afternoon 
of enter-
tainment is planned. John Lewis, 
SNCC national chairman, will 
speak 
about  his trip to Africa and 
discuss the relationship 
between  
the African and American
 freedom 
movements. 
Jon Hendricks and Company, 
popular jazz artists, will sing and 




tee. They will present
 "irreverent 
comments on relevant topics." 












the deep south, 
and  Art Hoppe, 
San
 Francisco Chronicle columnist
 
will present a playlet. 
All profits from 
the program 




























 for one 
unit. 
The 










































open  to upper 
division  business
 



































A display of instructional ma-
terials will be presented tomorrow 
In ED331, 10 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Lesson plans, notebooks, 
pamph-
lets and paperbacks collected by 
Dr. Sidney TiecIrs observation 
class make up the display. It is 
geared to an elementary
 school 
level of instruction. 
Education majors are especially 
invited  to visit
 the
 exhibit, accord-














 of the se-
mester. 
/fillet. 8 p.m., 
Newman  Center. 
79 S. 









plans will be 
discussed.  
Indusl Had Art, Club, 3 
p.m.,  IA 








 p.m., C111(12.  Election 
of offi-
cers and business 
meeting  will be 
held.  





r If ., 
Memorial
 Chapel.  The 
I 
Broom  will show 











Gamma  Alpha 
Chi,



























packets,  according to 
a Cashier's Office spokesman.
 Pay-
ments may be made







 I hi, circula-










for  1 month 
$18.00  for 3 months
 





ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO. 
57 So,  
4th St. 


















































Restaurant, San Jose. 







ternity leaders his desire to work 




the fraternity system and the 
col-
lege
 as a whole. 
To emphasize the 
academic  im-
portance
 of college, Pres. 
Clark 
offered to give a 
President's Tro-
phy each year 





 pointed out 
that in this 
pres-
ent 















































in a discussion 
of 
the  "Viet 
Nam  issue." 
According
 to a 
TASC  spokes-
man, the forum
 will begin about
 
1:30 p.m. 
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The





 you've felt 
that 
Christians
 were now 
divided
 by differ-









































































she love and 
close  abiding 
presence








































think  of what He 
has 
















different  person 
with a 





you  will 
see  from













honest  in 
your 
estimates








 For just as there 
are 
many  parts 
to our 
bodies,  so it 
is  with 
Christ's  body.
 We are 
all 





 of us to make it 







do. So we 





 all the 
others,  God 
has given 





 well. So if 
God 
has given you the







often  as your faith is strong 





God.  If your 



















God has given 
you 
money, be generous







you  administrative ability 
and put
 you in 







































 Be glad 







in trouble, and 
prayerful  
always...






much  as you love 
yourself  
you will 






 or kill him or 
steal  
from
 him. And 




or want what is his, or do 
anything else 
the  Ten 
Commandments  
say are wrong.
 All ten 
are wrapped up in this one, 
to 












 all of God's 
requirements.  It 






































 of race, 
background,
 and religious beliefs.
 Won't 
you give yourself to Him completely and experience the fullfillment 
of 
God's  love? 
We are happy to answer all questions and inquiries in detail, 



















PA RTAN DA I LY 








Many SJS seniors being gradu-
ated next month have 
been
 at SJS 
for four years. A glance 
at
 the 
Spartan Dailies over the past 
eight semesters reveals that the 
students who 
have been here for 
four years
 have seen many 
im-
portant events 
take  place on and 
off 
the  campus. 
First  of all. these students
 have 
seen a maim' face 
lifting
 of the 
SJS 
campus.  Buildings that have 
been built in the term of 
their 


























buildings  must 
come 
down. The 
seniors  being 
graduated 
next 






























are  now 
under construction or are 
planned 
for future construction. The most 
controversial
 of these is the Col-
lege Union. The school
 and stu-
dents have 
fought  an uphill battle 
for this addition
 to campus life 
and they finally got the OK to 
start last year. 




graduating students were fresh-
men, there were about 14,000 stu-
dents enrolled at SJS. Today there 




When they entered SJS in the 
spring of 1961 the
 big news on 
campus concerned a rash of bon-
fires, panty raids and 
riots  that 
had the San 
Jose police working 
day and night. Brent Davis
 was 
elected 
ASB president. Getting 
much attention was a SJS 
student 
named 
Jefferson  Poland. He 
quit  
school to go to 
Tallahassee,
 Florida 
to serve a jail sentence for taking 
part in a sit-in. 
His  trip was fi-
nanced  by funds raised by students 
and faculty 
members.  
The next semester 
saw some-
thing new at 
SJS, a thing called
 













first  of Sheri 
is working 
on her its 
us -
all, a creative 
thinker.
 He must 






 upper division students in the ma -




 and social 
needs of man 







 of Dr. 






































career  of 
indus-
trial
 design is 
no longer 
strictly  a 
man's 
world.  
Women  in the 
field  are, as 
yet,  
few, but this might
 not 
last long. 





















 a senior from No-
vato. 
Calif.,























Landor  studios 






















jor. Internees get three units and 





 of the 110 students in 
the major who will look for the 
opportunities in industrial design. 
Some of the students have already
 
served their internship with such 
companies
 as Ford Motor Com-
pany, Ampex, 
United Air Lines, 




Women looking for jobs in indus-
trial 
design  will find a selection 
ranging 











men  usually do, 
providing 
they can convince





























































The big news story this semester 
was the denial of tenure to two 
SJS teachers, Professor Bill Hut-
chinson and Professor William 
Stanton. 
In the spring of 1962 one of the 
biggest controversies was the ques-
tion 
over
 the closing of Seventh 
St. 
The San Jose City Council 
turned down the 
proposal  to close 
the street to traffic. Many charges 
were 
hurled by, the ASB president 




called  censorship. 
SJS  was 
named the site of 
Peace Corp 
training 
for the summer. 
Winning  
the election for the 
office of ASB 
president was Bill Hauck. 
When
 school started in 
Septem-
ber of 1962,
 a record 17,152 
stu-
dents 
enrolled at SJS. A
 dead -day 
bill was 
passed
 by Student 
Council 
which gave students
 an extra day 
to study 
before finals. 
Three  fires 
in a 








two  SJS dorms 
joined the fad 
craze by 
talking to each 
other  for 
504 








 hit hard 






































































































































































































































































































realize it, the College Placement 
Service 
does more than just help 
students find jobs. 




 after graduation and 
helps  
alumni change jobs at any time 
during their career. 
If an alumnus is leaving mili-
tary service, if his present job 
lacks challenge, if he has been 
terminated or is 
a casualty of 
technology, if his physical condi-
tion is impaired,
 if his present 
position prevents his going ahead 
with graduate 
work or if his wife 
or family cannot adjust
 to a new 
location,  then the placement ser-
vice urges him 
to seek its help. 
PLACEMENT 
ADVISES  
However, the Placement 
Ser-
vice 
advises  the alumnus to 
do 
several things 
before  coming in 
to 
see the placement 
director.  
First, he should 
write a letter 
to the placement director advising 
him of the changing 
plans. With 
the letter the alumnus should 
send a revised 
resume. 
He
 should ask for an appoint-
ment to meet 
with  the director at 
least two weeks in advance. 
Lastly, he 
should
 plan his visit 
to the 
placement  office with the 
idea of establishing 
himself
 as a 
job candidate





 alumnus is a six-month 
veteran leaving 
the service, then 
he probably took interviews be-
fore graduation. If so, he 
is ad-
vised to follow
 through on those 
interviews. The placement di-
rector  may 
permit  him to take 
interviews  with businesses 
he 
missed if the 
seniors
 or advanced 
degree candidates 








should consult the College 
Place-
ment Annual for information 
about prospective 
employers.  
The placement service will 
advise the alumnus 
to "take stock 




tion of his previous job and how 
It failed to 
meet  his desires or 
needs. 
--Get an evaluation of 
his skills 
by taking an aptitude test at the 
college 
counseling  center. 
Determine his career goals. 
Forward 
a copy of his apti-




In all cases, the 
job -seeking 




If he didn't 
just  drift into his 
work he 
probably  was guided 
by 




be a solution to 
his 
problems. 
On the other hand, if he seeks 
a job that is more 
stable
 in which 
relocation is not likely he may 
have to settle for a 
lower salary. 
Finally, he should evaluate his 
loyalty to the college that helped 
him in his hour of need. 





 reading laboratory is 
now giving retests to all students 
who were tested 
earlier  this se-
mester. According to Norma 
V. 
Spalding, head of the
 reading 
laboratory, students should allow
 
at
 least 45 minutes for the re-
testing. 
Jan. 19 
will be the last day for 
the retests. 
Students who 




 in the 
reading laboratory
 during the 
spring 
semester should contact 
Mrs.  Spalding in 
E235  as soon 
as possible
 after classes
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A woman must be satisfied with 
her 
life, taking her place in the 
community as well as the home. 
Since child -rearing spans only a 
few short years out of a lifetime, 
a woman should map out a tenta-
tive life plan before graduation. 
It is not enough for a woman 
to use her first Job 
as
 a temporary 
one, until the 
"right"  man comes 
along. The woman needs to be in 
the kind of work for which her 
college education has trained her. 
It is this work which will keep her 
alive intellectually even through 
the child -raising years. 
A job which means nothing to 
the woman and which is just a 
stop-gap measure, will have no 
lasting effect on her life plan. To 
have a productive role during the 
second half of a woman's life, it 
is important to look at the first 
work experience or the first steps 
after graduation with a long-range 
view and 
not merely from the 
standpoint of the next two or 
three years. 
UNIQUE  POSITION 
The college graduate must be 
aware of the unique position of 
educated women in today's 
world  
and she must be willing to accept 
the necessity of integrating her 
various roles into a life plan. 
After leaving the campus, the 
woman
 graduate may feel that 
holding 
a job Is denying her the 
right to be a 
mother  and a home-
maker. The 
exciting,  stimulating 
atmosphere of college is 
missed. 
There is no real reason why the 
world of the intellect should be 
abandoned. 
Today, there need be no separa-
tion of homemaking from partici-
pation in the main stream of so-
ciety. A young woman is able to 
fulfill 
her  commitment to a pro-
fession, to her 
role in the com-
munity,
 to teaching, or to politics, 
with 
the same seriousness that she 
brings
 to her family. She may 
have to make certain adjustments 
and have intervals in which she is 
only 
partially involved with family 
responsibilities. 
Before a woman is married, it 
is important that she have an 
identity of her own. 
She should be 
aware of her abilities,
 interests, 
potentials, strengths and weak-
nesses. A college 
woman should 




A liberal arts 
education  is prob-
ably the finest 






adaptable  trainable 
mind. With 
such
 an education, 
one  has a set 
of 
human values, a 
means  of mak-
ing a 




 will go, and a 
re-
sponsibility to 









one out of every four stu-
dents entering San Jose State Col-
leges reach that happy hour when 
they graduate. 
For 1,200 
students who will re-
ceive their degrees in January, the 
hour is drawing nigh. 
These students will turn in many 
directions. They will seek jobs, the 
military service, marriage and 
travel. This special 
Careers -Grad-
uation edition of the Spartan
 Daily 
is dedicated to them.
 
The graduates 
will receive both 
baccalaureate and masters degrees. 
Although
 no special 
graduation  
ac-
tivities are planned for January 
graduates, they
 may return in June 





 graduates are setting out 
now 
to work with the knowledge 
they have acquired 
through per-
sonal effort. As college 
graduates,  
they 
must  think not only in terms 
of their own careers, but 
the social 
investment they represent. 
With 
these ideas in mind, the 
Spartan Daily, 
on behalf of the 
San Jose State student 
body,  
wishes 
the January, 1965 grads 












Passing a proficiency exam-
ination will be pre -requisite to  en-
rollment in "Business 100 (Sta-
tistics for Business and Econom-




 will be given 
Monday,
 Jan. 18, 
and  Tuesday, 































 It is 
then 











 of a 
working  
wife, even 






 gives a 
young 
woman  the 
necessary
 back-












 for 10 
and 15 years
 find 













 are not 
ac-
complishing  what 














 decline in 
the  ef-
forts of 
young  women to 
reach 
their full 
potential.  Young 
mar-
riages since World 
War II has 
been a 





over the last half cen-
tury have 
worked  hard to achieve 
the right to an identity 
of their 
own. They made many 
sacrifices  
to reach the goals which are
 now 




today  many young women 
seem to be 
willing
 to accept early 
and complete 
domesticity  before 
establishing themselves
 or making 
any real commitment to life. 
WOMAN'S JOB 
The
 job of the college woman 
is as a potential leader of your 
community. She has a responsibil-
ity to those who made 
her  educa-
tion possible. College 
women have 
been accused of being intellectual 
hoarders," but even worse are 
those who neither improve their 
own minds nor 
help
 solve the prob-
lems of their community. 
During times 
when
 the college 
woman is rearing her 
family,  edu-
cation will help her 
a great deal. 
The perspectiveness
 derived from 
psychology,
 and the patience 
learned through self-discipline can 
help her work with her children. 
Through college 
educated  wom-
en, children may come 
to look on 
the future with less 
faar  and try 
to find their place 
at home, in 
schools, 
and eventually in 
their 
communities.
 They need guidance 
from women 
who  are not afraid 
to commit 
themselves  and who 



















To work or not to 
























shottld  have 




























































































































































































getting jobs in 
their chosen field upon graduation. 
The 
general feeling



















their  first jobs 
in 
more booming climates. 
DEGREES
 NEEDED 






















 than the 
rule.  
Dr. Marston 
Girard, head of 
the  









as all of 
their  graduates 
have 
quickly  found 
employment. 
Although t 










 one to 
teach at 
college level



















industrial  arts 
area,




sidered as fantastic, 
as there were 




only  40 stu-
dents in this
 field last 
semester.  




 was the 
same,  
with 29 




Said  Dr. 
Ralph




 A r ts 
department,  
"San 
Jose  ranks 











 high rated 









































Smith  terms 
opportuni-
ties as 
"excellent"  as 
the
 Bay Area 
is a 








 he believes 
the 
merit 























have  had no 





degree  for work











































































 but still 











































































































































































































































































the job interview. 
Theoretically,













 should be taken






























 all, his 
training  and 
capa-
bilities for 





























pression,  training, 















Such data is 
available
 in the "College
 Place-
ment 





texts are also 
useful, 
including:  "Thomas' 
Reg-
ister of American 
Manufacturers," 










heed should be paid 
to 






As a result of 
this study, the in-
terested job seeker 
should be 
able 
to furnish the interviewer 
with specific reasons as to why 
the company interests him. 
As the interview 
time draws 
near, other influencing factors 
should 
be considered. These in-
clude punctuality,
 appearance and 
cheerfulness.
 
Armed with such powerful "am-
munition" as previously 
mentioned  
here, the job seeker cannot miss 
being a 







































































 for what 
I want." 






 Sheri is 
required 

























































 and other pressure 


























 R. F. Barrett, AX 6-0868 
Valley Forge,
 








An Equal Opportunity Employer 
to serve an internship  program. 
This semester she has been work-
ing for Walter Landor and As-
sociates on a ferryboat in San 
Francisco. 
Each Friday 
Sheri  journeys to 
the "Klamath," on pier five where 
she is working on a 
hypothetical  
problem for her internship. 
Her  problem  is to design an 
interior for an import gift shop 
with an 
emphasis  on graphics. 
She has been given a sketch plan 
consisting of 5,000 square feet, 
basement.
 main floor and loft. 
Sheri's model is based on the 
floor plan. 
What is it like to work on a 
ship? "You hardly even know you 
are on a ship until you look out 
the window," Sheri said. 
Included on 
the ship are a su-
permarket to test consumer pack-
aging and making advertising 
films, along with a research li-
brary.
 
"The atmosphere is beautiful, 
,1
 
what they have done to the boat 
1 is fantastic," Sheri said. "The 
theme throughout 
the different 
l'trartments is nautical." Many 
,t the men working even 
wear 
. forms
 of captain and crew. 









 travel daily 




Those  who enjoy 
their  work may 
stay  
in a 






 with their 
present  position, 
frequently  change 
their career 
objectives.  For 
SJS Alumni in 
such
 a position, a 
visit to the College
 Placement 
Office may help
 them plan their 
future career 
objectives  and 
a more fruitful life. 
Seniors






drills  were 
picketed 
by the Student 
Peace  
Union  (SPU). Pickets 
for and 
against the ROTC clashed
 at many 
ROTC drills.






















 con t ro 








 has not been 
without
 news 
value.  Dr. 
Robert  
D, Clark took 













 architect was 
hired for the 
College
 Union, Tower 
Hall  began 
to give
 way to the power
 of bull-
dozers












and a student health 
plan. Dean 
Joe H. West an-




 stay at 
SJS




These include Dr. Ralph 
Bunche,
 
William Mandel, U.S. Vice Piesi-
dent Hubert  Humphrey, California 
Governor 
Edmund G. Brown, for-
mer U.S. 
vice  president Richard 
Nixon, Arnold 
J. Toynbee, Vance 





 national and 
international  
events have shaken the 
world  in 
the past four years, the most sig-
nificant 
of 













with latest Snow 
Meetini  e for 
Fkr,o  `,1, II 




























 MYSTERY HOUSE 
PHONE 
244-0880  
HARTEL MELLER, Manager 
assassination
 of President
 John F. 
Kennedy. 
The years
 at SJS 




tragedy,  as many 
students 
and faculty 









 of four 
Tahoe -
bound
 SJS students 

















SJS have seen 
great changes 
take 
place in the 








SCR GARD TALLENT 
Many 
graduating
 seniors will 
bid formal 
education
 farewell as 
they leave SJS, but others will 
continue with their education un-
der company





















 types of train-
ing programs








grams  also 
bridge  the gap 
from 
college to the job. 
Training programs















of study is given
 which 
may last from two 







homework  and 
reports.  






 work. A 
simultaneous
 study -and -work 
pro-
gram  whereby
 the theory 
gained 
is put to use may be 
utilized. Or, 
periods






The  second type









 is usually 
han-
dled by 
supervisors  who 






































































































































































































office,  Building  
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14,  1985 
By
 JANE OM 
Sadly Editor 








that  40 per cent 
(or
 
four  out 
of 101  attend 
college
 
"to catch a 
man." Another 40 
per cent checked ''to 
work and 









 we find 
she  
is one of nine out 








is one of 30 million 
wom-
en who work 
today.  They repre-
sent one
 third 
of the total labor 
force
 and 
AWG  earns part of the 
$50 billion women get annually. 
EDUCATION 
The more 
education  a woman 
has, the more she is likely to 
work. The U.S. 
Labor  Depart-
ment
 reports that 57 out of every 
100 
college
 graduates work, com-
pared to 41 per cent of high
 school 
graduates








will work at least 25 
years outside 
her homeor so 
say the 
statisticians.  




 or single,  
to work 
or attend grad school for 
one,  two
 or three years, then 
bow 
out of the labor market while her 
family is growing tip. Perhaps 15 
years later,  when her youngsters 
are on their way
 preparing for 




Often AWG returns to work 
to earn 
extra money to send John-
nie  or Susie to college! 
DO'S AND DON'TS 
When choosing a college pro-
gram and future
 career, one should 




a job some -time, even 







plight of a college graduate who 
was
 left a 
widow in her 40's.
 With 
no work experience or professional 
training, she took a switchboard 





vertised in the newspaper. 
Whatever 
your
 major, there is 
a 
job. The job decision is less
 clear 
tor the non -science
 Illaj4)1' than 
the 
science  or math 
major
 who 
wishes to continue in her field. 
The history 
major  may lack vo-
cational 
training,  but 
employers
 
will pursue her 
because she has 
learned 
how to learn. She 
comes  
to him educated; he 
will train her 
In the specific of 
a job. 
TITLES 
Titles can be fooling. Often 
the AWG's
 that job will be as 
a "secretary," which conjures up 
ideas of often 
drudgery




 more nearly describe the job 
AWG is asked to do. 
AWG is not married when she 
graduates. If All' has no husband 
to limit herself
 geographically, she 
should consider a job in a part 
of the United States new to her. 
Too many young women today 
cluster in 
the  metropolitan cen-
ters of New York, San Francisco 
and Washington. 
Too often they 
will settle for a routine job in 
order to live in a "glamour"
 city. 
The interesting job ahead may 
be in some 
"far -away place with 
a strange -sounding name." 
Campus Parking Regulations Listed 
Concerning
 SJS campus parking 
regulations, the following regula-
tions, policy revisions, and sugges-
tions for more efficient and easier 
campus 
parking
 have been drawn 
up by the SJS Parking Committee. 
Parking spaces for students
 are 
available




cated on the west side of 
Seventh  
Street between 
San Carlos and 
San  Salvador Streets.
 Admission 
is either
 by permit and 
card  key 
or 25  cents in 
coin; 25 cent park-
ers 
will
 be admitted 












as close as 
possible
 to the 
left side 
in order to 
facilitate  
placing  the coin 
or card key in 
the proper slot. Coin parkers 
should have the proper change 




Flagmen are on hand to 
assist 
garage
 users in finding the easiest 
and most available vacant park-




mechanic) trouble in traffic 
lanes. The garage attendant on 
duty is also 
available for such as-





students should apply 
at the 
garage
 Security Office for 
permits to park in 
the  area marked 
"Disabled Students Only," on the 
ground floor on the south side 
of the garage. 




 Trends Too 
From 
Bronze  
Collars to Lace Ruffs 
When 
it comes to job hunting, 
men  are just as concerned 
about 





are concerned with the 
right suit, the right 
shirt,
 the right 
shoes and the right neckties. 
Men  who laugh 
at the fads and 
foibles of feminine fashion might 
drop their superior 
air if they 
would 
glance back at the 
history  
of this item of apparel. For cen-
turies,  men 
have chosen
 neckwear 
for no other reason than its deco-
rative 
value.  The 
choices 
they 
made in the past seem downright 
laughable to us 
today.  






good looks in 
their apparel. Stint, lightweight 
neckties are 
made
 with modem 
fibers, such as 
Creslan  acrylic fila-
ment yarn, to insure this easy -to -
wear and 
easy -to
-care -for comfort. 
But the well -dressed man of an-
cient
 Egypt wore 
great,
 heavy 
necklaces and collars of beaten 
bronze to adorn his neck. 
RENAISSANCE DRESS 
The 
Renaissance  male 
felt under-
dressed  without 
his  lace ruff 
peer-
ing over
 his high, 
band collar.
 But 
It was the 
Spaniards of that 
period  
who 































of Louis XIV 
who is best 
known 
for his 












- - - 
the linen or 
muslin  scarf worn by 
Slavic soldiers. 
In eighteenth century France, 
the fashion of men wearing wigs 
gave rise to unique and intricate 
neckwear. The back hair of the 
wig was gathered into a little cloth 
bag, which was tied with an elabo-
rate ribbon. This ribbon extended 
around the neck. Since this ribbon 
tied in a bow over a plain 
cravat, 








enormous cravat s, sometimes
 
reaching up over the chin, were 
favored by the compleat gentle-
man around the turn of the
 19th 
century, and sixty years later, the 
firset "necktie" appeared. 
The first tie, 
as






huge, floppy loops and ends.
 A nar-







 formal wear. 
Even in the twentieth century, 
It 
took a good many years before 
neckwear reached its present level 
of comfort and good taste. There 
were the tight "apple-bobbers" of 
the 20's bowties that got their 
name because 
of the uncomfortable 
way  they bobbed about on the 
"adam's apple." And, of course, the 
wide,  loud, and garish neckties of 





 popular neckwear 
is neat, 
tasteful, and practical. The new 
ties of Creslan acrylic filament not 
only 
come  in a man's favorite pat-
terns and colors, but they are actu-




























455 E. William 






park in the 
"Small Cars Only" 
spaces, in order that conventional 
car drivers can use the other 
spaces. 
Employees 
are permitted to 
park in the 200 spaces on the 
north half of the ground floor of 
the garage, 
and in any of the 
ground lots except the Adminis-
tration Lot One, Men's 
P.E.  Lot 
11, and 329 S. Fifth St. Access 
to these 
lots
 is by special permit 
only,
 until after 5 p.m., and on 
weekends,
 when these 
lots  will be 
open to all employees having valid 
parking permits. 
The Parking Committee says 
experience has shown the best ap-
proach to the employees' entrance 
to the Spartan Garage is from 
San Carlos Street. This approach 
avoids cutting across south -bound 
traffic lanes on 
Seventh Street. 
Exiting the garage from the south-







Parking, policy stipulates Matt 
all permit holdersboth 
employees 
and students will park in the 
designated areas, and 
that  25 
cent garage parkers will be per-
mitted use of the garage as space 
permits. This will allow for maxi-










 Near Future 
Writing a letter of application 
to a 
prospective  employer is a 
job most,  college 
graduates will 







and heroines a 
frus-
trating experience. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany
 has published bulletins giv-
ing examples of 
good and bad 
features of letter writing. 
First, the letters should be 
sim-
ple
 and in proper English. Tech-




 used. The letter should not 
run on and on. After the letter 
has
 said what the writer intend-
ed, it should 
be finished. 
According to the 
bulletin, there 
is no more important factor for 
building good will than courtesy. 
"Courtesy implies being human 
and considerate. 
It is the essence 
of the 'you' attitude." 
Of course, every letter of in-
quiry from the 
company  should 
be 
answered  promptly. 
There are several ways in which 
a letter can irritate the reader. 
A curt or commanding tone is a 




courtesy  is form letters. 
An employer may think
 twice 
about hiring someone if he be-
lieves the applicant 
has  sent the 
same letter to many companies. 
Word appeal is 
another factor 
of good 





 chooses should 
have  a 
warm and 
positive  quality rather 
than a negative and unpleasant at-
titude. Examples
 of negative words 
are 
"uncertain,"




"cooperate,"  "confident," "wit l-
ing" and "pleasure." , 
Above all the writer should re-
member that the letter he sends 
through the mail is representing 
him to the employer. The letter 
may make 





 is all 
set for a job 
interview.  Although  the
 art 




man, she will be ready to knock on 
the door of opportunity 
when she graduates. Glenna will make a good 
impression  on a 
future employer in her navy blue suit with red accessories. 





kVimien  s acuity Club 
will 
sponsor a coffee hour from 3:30 to 
5 p.m. today in 
Hl.  
Special




A two-story high pre -game bon-
fire, the first one seen in 
the area 
In 11 years, 
warmed an eager 
crowd
 of 1,200 Spartans at the 
Santa





timothy  E. Beegle :mil Mrs. Yvonne 
Anderson of the Secretarial Admin-
istration Department. 
Hostesses for the coffee hour 
Monday in Cafeteria 





 dean of students, and Dr. 
Eleanor 
Coombe,
 professor of phys-
ical education. 
All women faculty 
members are invited to attend the 





































































































































a big hit 
for





























woman,  in 
this 








































Item  again, 
moderation
 is the 
key. 



































Big  Day. 
If

























hair  styles 
cre-
ated
 by the hair 
stylist
 

















































ESSOR  I ES 







 is 10 mateh 
handbag and













front  school for 
four















1965 may pick up free 
copies  of the 
book "Career 
1965,"  a listing of job 





























openings  by 
academic  
major  and 
geographic  
area.  It is 
free 
from  the 
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ed this segment 
of
 a crowd of 
,bout
 
100  students 
at Wendy 
Glen.  And panties 




down  their spare lingerie 
to the 
Crowd  
below. The scene 
was  
duplicated
 at other 
campus  liv-
















the  surrounding 
hall.  Graduates 
wipe away a tear
 as they nos-
talgically remember
 Tower Hall 
as it once stood strong


















































San  Jose 
to cam-









 22, 1963 
was a 
tragic  day 
when 
announcement









































lege?  In 
order















 I bell' 
sPecial master's
























engineer  from 
Brady,




























teach  in 
California  
schools.  Jan, 
I lind 
since birth, is 






















 meet the 
demands
 of 
campus  life 
without 
lakes  a 
special  































blind  since 
the 
walking  


































































work  there, 
we 
ground



















































A long white cane of ten is t 
he
 arm ely, either orally or with a 
only extra tool needed to provide 
tcutter. Although the establish -
a 














-post  or flip 
hydrant






 are four 
basic
 methods 











 the  game, the 
use 
of the
 hight of 
others.
 They are 
Braille, 
disc  recordings, 
tape re-
cordings,  and live 
readers. Many 
agencies 
throughout  the 
country  
devote themselves
 to the produc-
tion of 
recorded and Brailled ma-
terial. But for a 
college
 student, 
the shortage of time and the great 
variety of 
reading
 required make 
the live reader the most important 
aid to the blind 
student. 
The Department of Rehabilita-
tion of 
the State of California 
provides funds for the 
payment  
of readers. It might he added that 
most
 of the 
students interviewed
 
ilso record their reading sessions 
lot. later reference and study. 
Typing is essential for a blind 
,t talent. However, it is a good idea 
to keep in shape for handwriting 
, in a 
pinch, according to Bitts, who 
keeps his hand-written lines sep-
arated by a 
simple  folded -up pa-
per
 that is unrolled one fold 
at 
a time to cover each line as it 
is written, and so provide a guide 
for the next. 
Tests 
are usually  taken sep-
ment of an appropriate time al-




ard set by the Stale of California 
for civil service exams is one and 
one hall times  as much for the 
Idital person 




A helping hand is being offered 
the blind students here on 
cam-
pus. Delta Gamma sorority
 is 
carrying on, in their philanthropy 
program, a project Maid the blind 
and visually handicapped. 
The 
DG




















project,  DG 
sorority 










is able to 
orient 









"How  does 
the blind 
student 


















same  as those 
of other 
students, plus the 
frequent need 
for borrowed
 or rented sight. 
Canadion
 Professor Here 
As Chemistry 
Dept. Visitor 
1)1.. Gerard Tell/al:Ian is a visit-
ing research
 associate in the SJS 
Chemistry Department
 this year 
from
 the University of 
Saskatch-
ewan. He is 




 Castro on a study 
of anti -
fungal agents.
 "We hope,"  
Tertza-





 agents as 
well."
 
Since  receiving 
his Ph.D. from 
the 
University  of 
Saskatchewan,  
Tertzakian 


























134 e. san 
fernando
 
al (Hes 111 
111)111 the chemistry of 
natural 









SJS and other colleges 
he has 
known is that research has only 
recently been initiated here. 
He is also impressed with the 
large number of students accom-
modated at SJS in such a 
closely  
limited 
physical area. Lack of 
space is the greatest 
problem of 
the department here, he said. 
Tertzakian also finds 
a greater 
proportion of girls attending col-
lege than in the Canadian schools. 








busy. "I think the 
thing we enjoy 
most  Is getting in 
the car and 
driving
 to see things. There 
are 
so many, many 




































at SJS is 
currently
 on 


















 He was 
In 
India  in 1957 
on








 a United Air Lines 
stewardess  
United, with 
the  world's largest jet fleet, 
flies  to the most 
U.S. cities and resorts. So, as 
a United stewardess, you can 
fly to glamorous places
 like New York, San 
Francisco,  Las 
Vegas, Miami,
 maybe even Hawaii! 
You'll  have a challenging 
and 
responsible  position, a 
promising future and
 a first year 
average
 salary of $375
 per month plus
 expenses. 
Train at 
our expense in United's
 new Stewardess 
School 
in Chicago.
 Graduate after 51/2 
weeks  to an exciting, 
reward-
ing career. If you 
are between 20 and
 26, between 
5'2"
 and 
59",  a high school 
graduate  and single, 
apply now! 
Apply: Saturday, January 16, II a". 
- 2 p.m. 
Employment Office   San Francisco Maintenance 
Basal  















Service  to 
country














results  may 
be 
obtained,  
not  the 









American  this 
heritage. 





















responsibility  and 
thus 
enhance 










opportunity  to complete 
one's  
college 
education  before entering
 
service. 






 college years 
would be 
a decided 





Career  planning should 
begin in 






 Failure to 


















 while in col-
lege it is possible
 to maintain a 
line of 
communication




Perhaps the most significant
 
conclusion  made by 
company per-
sonnel men who 
interview  ill -pre-
pared job 
applicants  on discharge 
from the service














graduates  but 
probably


































date  would be 
in wok k related 
to 
his degree. 
The Air Force, 
depend-
ing on quota, 
also has a six-month
 
program with
 the five and 
one-
half 
year  reserve status.
 This 
would entail 
one weekend per 





The U.S. Navy has officer
 train-
ing
 for those with college 
degrees.  
There is no six-month program in 
the Navy nor in the U.S. Naval 
Reserve. The Reserve has two-
year and 
four-year  inactive reserve 
programs. 
NATIONAL  GUARD 
The National Guard offers en-
listment for six years of which six 
months would be active duty in 
the U.S. Army. 
There would be 
weekly  sessions through the year 
plus a two-week 
summer
 program. 
Most employers  recommend the 
six-month program since it would 




 service, the 
college senior often procrastinates 
and does little to plan his future. 
He may assume that companies 
are not 
interested  in him if he is 
not Immediately
 available for 
work, or he may
 not bother to 
plan his future, believing that, 
with two years of service ahead, 




The best time for 
charting  the 
future is during college and par-
ticularly
 during the last year 
when campus 
and  off -campus re-
cruiting and 
visiting are preva-
lent. It would be wise
 to proceed 
on the assumption 
that
 one will 
be






 If he is hired
 before 


















applicants  have estab-




 even though 
the job 
may be deferred 
until  after tour 
of duty. The 
applicant should 





cosideration  simply by 
fail-














register  at the 
dis-
charge 
center  for 
possible  inter-
views. 





































 the Main 
Current in Modern Thought, a 
professional 
psychology  journal. 
Mrs. Glenny S. Spitze, wife of 
Dr. LeRoy A. Spitze, SJS professor 
of chemistry, had written her 
manuscript, "Syzygy: A 
Symbol 
of Maturation" in Dr. Jay 
R. Mc-
Cullough, associate 






was rend before 
the




1964, and it was decided to 
pub-
lish






Spitze,  Asian philosophy 
minor, develops 
in "Syzygy" an 




 which is 
expressed





and  the 
job -seeker all 














search  for 
em- 
with



























































has and reduced his prospects















 Tresh, senior industrial 
design  
major from
 SJS, works on the design 
for an import shop in the 
studio of 
Walter  Landor and Associates in 
San  Francisco. She 
is an intern serving at the 
ihternational  designing firm. 
A STATION WAGON-CAMPERIs
 displayed to a fellow stu-
dent by 
Craig  Yamamoto, senior in Industrial Design at San Jose 
State College. His concept of a multi-puopose
 vehicle won him 
a Ford Motor Co. 
scholarship.  He interned with General Motors 
Corp.






















































 devoted to 
school psy-
chology.
































mean  these 
students  will 
be 
lost to the 











 dean of 
admissions 
said.  "is a transient 
college, much 
as we might 

















 four years. 
A higher
 proportion of state col-
lege students work, 
as
 compared 
to state universities or private 











to a state college 
and 
on
 to a university. 
In view of this, there is a high
 
rate of student turn over at SJS. 
However, the relatively high per-
centage of students who enroll 
but 
do
 not graduate is misleading 
unless  viewed
 in light of this 
transient quality. 
The twenty per cent who will 
not return in spring and the fifty 
per cent
 who will not enroll next 
fall can not be considered drop-
outs. It is impossible to know how 
rriany will enroll at other schools 
and how many will return to SJS 
at a later registration. 
A follow-up study to answer 
these questions is desired, Cum-
mings said. 









What will suit 
do
 when you 
are graduated from 
college? Many 
seniors face this decision 
now,
 be-
cause in the 
next  month they will 
be stepping 























































































where he will 










about  what they 
will do and 
where 
they
 will work. 
Hopefully, 
they
 both want 
jobs  in the Bay 
Area.
 Gary hails from 
San Carlos, 
while Diane's home 




 have varied 
plans, too.
 Joan Wilkins, 
from 
Richmond, will 
begin  training in 
Capwell's
 executive 
program  in 
Oakland 
after  getting 
married.  
Tony  Borgman, 
from





Fresno as a 
copy writer. 
Southern 
California  is the 
hoped
 
for  area where 
Bob  Johns will 
work. He is from Tarzana. 
LaCross,
 Wis., is the destina-
tion of engineering 
major Roc 
Burrell 
who  will work at 
Trane  
Air Conditioning as a sales 
en-
gineering trainee. 
Carolyn Kinet, photo -journalism 
major, plans to 
work in Middle-
town, N. Y., as a 
photo  journalist. 
Carolyn's home is 
Boron, Calif. 
Reporting
 for a peninsula news-
daper is the goal
 of Jerry Area, 
journalism major from Menlo 
Park while Stan 
Nascimento,  
journalism major from San Jose 
!s uncertain where 
he will work. 
Education major Mary Jo Dunn, 
from Lafayette, plans to 
teach the 
primary 
grades  on the North Pen-
insula. 
After getting married. Howard 
Kaplan, accounting
-political  sci-
ence major from Los Angeles, will 
work as an accountant for 
Price -
Waterhouse in Los Angeles. 
Ken Bowen, engineering major 
from Fresno, plans to attend grad-
uate school at Fresno 
State,  
Grades, Activities











 positions in the 
world  
of
 business are characterized 
by an identifiable general pattern 
of
 qualifications. 







 director of placement
 for 
the graduate school of business ad-
ministration at the University of 
Michigan.  
First, and 
perhaps foremost, the 
highly successful candidate has 
taken pains to orient himself as to 
occupational field or fields. He has 
done a thorough job
 of self-analy-
sis, has given careful attention to 
the areas of possible interest and 
then has made a 
realistic  determi-
nation of those for which he is 
potentially 
best suited by ability. 
Such orientation is essential so 
the individual, 
in his placement 
activity, can not only 
conserve  his 
energies by 
concentrating his fire 
on the 
most  likely targets, but  also 
so he can create with 
company  
representatives
 a strong 
image as 
to who he is and 













effective  oral 
com-
munication.
 The t y 
pical  campus 
screening interview
 puts the can-
didate 
"on display" 
for only 30 
minutes 
or less, and 
company  de-
cisions to give 
further considera-




 at this 
point.  
Thirdly, more and 
more com-
panies are reserving 
the premium 
offers for those candidates
 who in 
college have demonstrated 
evidence  
of administrative potential, with 
the emphasis on "demonstrated." 
The candidate who has actively
 




 himself as a 




 than one 























































 work  



























ities  is 





























































professor  of 
nursing,
 will 






 pictures will be taken
 
















































 at last, those
 age-old 
questions  
of what lies 
beyond








Missiles  & 
Space  Corn-





fornia, a select and
 
dedicated 
team  of 
POLARIS missiles
















schooled  in 
logic,
 skilled in 
shirt -sleeve 
knowhow,




every  day. 
What might you 








tinuing education and 
advanced  degree 
work as a basis for creative thinking. Two 
programs are maintained in support of 
this  principle: 
 LMSC's Tuition Reimbursement Pro-
gram remits seventy-five percent of 
the tuition for approved 
courses taken 
by professional and technical people 
who  are working full time. 
 The Graduate Study Program permits
 
selected engineers and scientists of 
outstanding scholarship arid potential
 
to obtain advanced degrees at 
com-
pany expense while on research 
assignments.
 
Advanced degree candidates in Physics 
or Mathematics; Electrical/Electronics, 
Aeronautical or Mechanical Engineering 
should investigate career opportunities 
at 
Lockheed.  BS candidates








will not be 



















































 Thursday, Jan. 14, 1985 
READY FOR TESTThis 
50 -foot, two-anda-
half-ton 
experimental model is being
 used to 
study the 
effects
 of adding a horizontal tail to a 
supersonic triangular -wing aircraft by the 
Na-
tional Advisory Committee










ladies  of Delta Gamma 
congratulate their 
graduating seniors 
in the Laboratory's giant 40 -foot by 80 -foot 
wind
 tunnel, the 
model is 
being  used in experi-
ments 
to determine the landing and takeoff 
characteristics of such a 
plane. Huge vanes 
pass the air smoothly 
around the wind 
tunnel's 
corners.  
Barbara Ahearn Pam Gaynor Ann Merrill 




The Ladies of Kappa Delta say 









7:nnrjratulahow, and b-st wishp.. to our 
Fall  Graduates 





 the Ladies of Sigma Kappa 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
Kappa Alpha Theta wishes 
to send 








 Wendy Rogers 
III 
Placement
































 be "1 
don't know yet." 
In a 
situation like 
this, the first 
Place
 









to bring the student and employer
 
together. "Most of the students
 
come to us for 
information," 
Dr.  
Edward W. Clements, placement 
officer. said. "Therefore
 most of 
our work is tlone





 out that 
the counselors do contact students. 
They visit senior seminars and 
classes to give students informa-
tion about 
the placement services. 
TwO CAREER DAYS 
The placement office also spon-
sors two career days during the 
year. The federal career day is 
held in the fall and the county 
career day in the spring. At these 
times representatives from busi-
ness and industry are on campus 
to interview students and tell about 
available positions. 
"The
 earlier a student establishes 
a file with the placement office, 
the earlier we can begin to help 
him,"
 Dr. Clements pointed out. 
He said that often a student 
will 












men  in 
business and in-
dustry visiting the
 campus during 
the  year. If 
we
 know about 
the 
student's







 is another 
service  of-
fered at 









 clearly than books or 








 of a position or 
the 
student has formed an image and 
therefore
 hesitates to 
go 
into a 





office  has 
four 
major 
counselors  that 
work
 di-





Kauffman  is the 
head
 of 
business  and 
industry 
placement. 
Dr.  Clements 












































































 Delta Sigma Phi 
PHI 
KAPPA  ALPHA 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Alpha wish
 to congratulate 


























GARY  WESCOMBE 
LEN MAGNANI 
GERALD HOLMAN 













 to our own girls good luck
 we can't send: 









 of Alpha 

















dent who is not able to 
continue 
his 




 more than 7500 










office are in 
constant  contact with 
the 
public.  They send out letters,  
have radio
 programs a:1,1 
,tnnounce-
ments,  place 
advertising  in 
news-









 interviews and place-
ments,  as well as the "College  
Placement Annual" 
are available 





Expect  Job 
Changes,
 
Half of Learning To Become Obsolete 
The 
as,
 eyatilla I 
I
 
pent to 111.11,e at 
least  .51 
Joh 
changes
 during his working
 life. 
lie can also
 expect that 
half  of 
everything 
lie is learning 
now  will 
be 
obsolete  in five years 
if he is 
a physics major, 
10 years if he 
is an 
engineering  major and 15 
years if he is a pre
-law  student. 
These
 predictions are the opin-
ions expressed by Seymour
 Wolf. 
hem, Labor Department employ-
ment expert, in an interview re-
cently. 
Any student who specializes 
early in the
 face of such a fluid 
occupational outlook is making a 
serious mistake, according to 
Wolf 
bein. He advised students 
to 
delay their majors as long as pos-
sible and take a wide variety of 
courses to give 
them chances at a 
wider  variety of jobs. 
,lthx'i 
ii 
ttt,tetil th:ti thit ttt:tirt 
let  tipall1111111 challenge for stu-
dents
 entering the professions will 
he keeping up 
to
 dute with new 
developments.
 
As recent graduates 
or college returnees get pay 
raises and promotions, those with 
outmoded 
knowledge will find 
themselves  left behind, he said. 
A recent Labor
 Department 
study illustrated  the premium 
on 
new  knowledge. 
Physicists  
with recent BA's were found to 
be better paid than those 
with  
older Ph.D.'s 
Life-long education will 
be need-
ed to avoid obsolescence in the 
professions, said Paul Sheats, dean 
of extension at the University of 
California. Echoing 
Wolfbein's  
views,  he said that nearly one out 
of every eight workers is now 
a 
professional person, and that the 
average amount of education for
 





of Alpha Tau Omega extend
 their best wishes 
to their January Graduates,






















 wishes its January 
Graduates  
the 
best of luck. 
Sharon






The  Brothers of 
Theta  Xi wish to 
congratulate  the 
follow-













The Brothers of Sigma
 Phi Epsilon congratulate our gradu-
ating 
seniors,  and wish them the best of luck in 
the 
future.  
Steve Reid Gene 
Baroway
 
Larry Walker Phil 
Baker 
